XLPRINT PRESS RELEASE

XLPrint announce Paris Enterprise Version 5 and the Version 4 End of Life policy.

“With the announcement of our release of Paris Version 5, we would like to outline our End
of Life objectives for Paris Version 4. XLPrint customers extend to more than 55 countries
producing billions of paper and electronic documents each year. We understand that our
customers want to see continual product evolution while still being secure in the knowledge
that their existing products will continue to be supported by XLPrint.”
Matthew Robards, CEO XLPrint.

Venice, California | London, UK | Sydney, Australia | March 2017.
Following the release of Paris Enterprise Version 5 this month, XLPrint have announced their End of Life plans for
Paris Version 4.
‘We are very proud to announce the next generation of our Paris Enterprise software. Paris Version 5 is the
culmination of 31 years of experience and development. Paris Version 5 continues our technology’s
momentum and our commitment to strive for leadership in our market” said Matthew Robards, CEO of XLPrint.
“As part of our efforts to provide the best products and support, we would like to announce our Paris Version 4
End of Life plans. We believe it illustrates our commitment to provide the best possible support for our valuable
customers, while ensuring that the product continues to evolve” he said.
The following schedule has been defined:
•

March 2017: With the release of Paris Version 5, XLPrint have announced that they will no longer be
adding new functionality to the Paris Version 4 code. All new features will be added to Paris Version 5
only.
Critical bug fixes will continue for Paris Version 4 until March 2018.
Customer and partner support will continue for all versions of the Paris software.
XLPrint will be offering upgrade advice and services to assist customers in moving to Paris Version 5.

•

March 2018: No more bug fixes will be applied to the Paris Version 4 code. Any bugs or functional
issues will only be addressed in Paris Version 5.
Customer and partner support will continue for all versions of the Paris software.
XLPrint will be offering upgrade advice and services to assist customers in moving to Paris Version 5.
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“Most importantly” notes Matthew Robards “PARIS Version 5 is available at no cost for all currently licensed
Paris customers. In addition, XLPrint Consulting Services are available for customers that would like assistance
upgrading from Version 3 or 4 or who would like to review their implementation.”
Who are XLPrint?
2017 sees XLPrint celebrate its 31st year in the business of document production and workflow solutions. We
have witnessed, and been a party to, incredible changes in the way that documents are produced,
distributed and managed and continue to be at the leading edge of that evolution. With thousands of
installations spanning more than 55 countries, producing billions of physical and electronic pages each year,
our global industry and market experience is unparalleled.
We pride ourselves on thinking beyond today, and strive to revolutionize how your business will manage
tomorrow’s document production opportunities. We base our success on leading-edge technology, reliable
and knowledgeable support and solid partner relationships.
If you are an existing customer or partner, we thank you. If you are considering becoming an XLPrint customer
or partner, we look forward to providing you with the best possible solution and support.
For more information visit us at www.xlprint.com or www.paris-software.com

